SmartGuard®

Temporary Electrical Panel Cover – 14" Wide

UL STANDARD 514C (Dielectric Strength & Flammability)
CERTIFIED ASTM STANDARD D1790 & D638 (Impact & Tensile Strength)

These clear panel covers provide easy views of the Breaker Box interior allowing you to see the condition and position of breakers and what circuits have been pulled or need to be pulled. A proven standard for protecting Load Centers and Breaker Box openings, these are the only covers that meet OSHA Standards for Temporary Use and UL514C for dielectric strength and fire rating. Also non-conductive, these panel covers meet ASTM Standards for tensile and impact strength as well. All four sides come with magnets so you get a secure, long lasting holding power. They come completely equipped with the ANSI standard warning symbols and alert labels, as well as, the UL514C label and #3 PVC Recyclable label. Standard for all 20" wide panels, covers are provided specifically to fit your load centers outer dimension opening panel height of any specified size. We also make flat panel covers from 1/8" Clear PVC for special needs or for critical power situations.

PART# | UPC# | ITEM | WT. PER PKG. | STD. PKG/ MSTR SLEEVE | SUGGESTED TRADE LIST PRICE PER PKG
-- | -- | -- | -- | -- | --
21TEPC | 40550 | 14" x 21" Temporary Electrical Panel Cover | .75 | 1 | 140.63/e
23TEPC | 40552 | 14" x 23" Temporary Electrical Panel Cover | 1.0 | 1 | 151.88/e
24TEPC | 40554 | 14" x 26" Temporary Electrical Panel Cover | 1.25 | 1 | 163.13/e
28TEPC | 40556 | 14" x 28" Temporary Electrical Panel Cover | 1.5 | 1 | 174.38/e